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ABSTRACT 

Hacker, Elizabeth A. M.Ed., Education Department, Cedarville University, 2012. Bible 
Department Gender Issues: A Study of Ohio Christian School Bible Departments. 

This mixed method study examines the Bible department staff make-up of Ohio 

Christian high schools and examines administrators, parents, and students' views about 

females teaching Bible. Surveys were sent to 37 administrators to examine the cunent 

faculty make-up of their Bible departments and to evaluate administrators, parents, and 

students' perceptions of female Bible teachers. Fourteen female students wrote their 

perceptions of an all girls Bible class in their journals. Analysis of the surveys and 

journals found that \vhile few females teach in Bible departments, administrators are not 

necessarily opposed to females teaching. Parents prefer an all girls Bible class taught by 

a female for their daughter. Female students feel more comfortable discussing personal 

issues in an all girls Bible class. These results can be used to infom1 Christian school 

educators and stakeholders about the various perceptions of gender issues in Bible 

departments, specifically the perceptions of females teaching the Bible. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The Bible and Bible classes are common entities found in Christian schools. 

During the mid 1960s, the Christian school movement experienced a rapid growth due to 

the secularization of public schools through Supreme Court cases; this gro,vth has 

continued through today to an estimated l.2 million students enrolled in America's 

Christian schools (Green, 2006). Of the six million students enrolled in private schools, 

20% of these students attend private Christian schools (Boerema, 2011 ). 

The title "Clu·istian" does not necessarily mean students attending Christian 

schools are exempt from experiencing tbe same struggles faced by their counterparts 

enrolled in public schools. A comparative study analyzed school moral behavior between 

Christian school students and public school students and found no statistically significant 

difference between the two groups in regards to school moral behavior (Jeynes, 2009). 

Today, teenagers in America face violence, broken homes, and depression , along with the 

pressure of drugs, alcohol, sex; female adolescents also face the pressure of beauty and 

image (Bruce & Cockreham, 2004). 

Studies have shown students often confide in their teachers about the problems 

and issues they face (Boldero & Fallon, 1995; Carrington, Tymms, & Merrell, 2008). 

Students benefit from an individual who offers them a sense of community, affirms their 

abilities, and gives them the confidence and strength to meet the challenges of life (Parks, 

1 
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1991, p. 90). This belief supports the view of a teacher mentor \VllO Cannister (1999) 

described as an individual \Vho provides security as he or she challenges and encourages 

a student to grow intellectually, spiritually, emotionally, physically and socially. 

Carrington and Skelton (2003) stated that a mentor must earn the respect of the student, 

and the role of a mentor is to build up students' self-esteem, to help them meet their 

potential , and to address any problems that may arise. 

Wben students begin confiding in their teachers \Vith their problems, the question 

of gender matching between teachers and students arises. Studies regarding general 

education in primary schools have fouod students may not be concerned with a teacl1er ' s 

gender as much as they are concerned with the teacher's ability to teach (Francis et al., 

2008). Driessen (2007) found similar results in a study of Dutch primary schools; 

however, he stated the secondary-school situation is different because there are more 

males teaching at this level. 

While gender may not matter regarding teaching, Driessen (2007) found students 

in secondary schools ,;~,, ere shyer around teachers of the opposite sex. Francis et al. 

(2008) interviewed one boy about gender matching, and the boy said he preferred talking 

\·Vith a male teacher because the male understood what the boy was going through 

because of their same gender. In another study, a student stated a preference for talking 

with a teacher of the same sex when it came to discussing personal matters (Carrington et 

al., 2008). 

\Vhen students begin confiding their problems to their teachers, another area of 

exploration is ethical boundaries. In a sh1dy of primary and secondary level teachers, 

Barrett, Headley, Stovall, and Witte (2006) found some teachers believe they need a 

2 
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national, enforceable code of ethical conduct in order to protect themselves and students 

because they do see misconduct in romantic relationships between other teachers and 

students. ln a study on the college level, where professors are sometimes encouraged to 

interact with students outside of the classroom, students stated they saw cross-gender 

interactions as more unethical than same-gender interactions, such as the interaction 

between a female professor and a female student (Oldenburg, 2005). 

Women n1entoring or teaching other women is not a new concept; however, some 

academic, evangelical settings bold to the belief that \Vomen should not teach the Bible to 

men, and women are restricted on what they can and cannot do in a religious setting 

(Lewis Hall , Christerson, & Cmmingham, 201 0). MacArthur (1996) ,.vrote that the Bible 

forbids women to teach men (p. 78). However, in the New Testament Church, older 

women were responsible for teaching children and younger women what was good, 

noble, holy, and godly (MacArthur, 1996, p. 78). Paul writes: 

Likewise, teach the older women to be reverent in the way they live, not to be 

slanderers or addicted to much wine, but to teach what is good. Then they can 

urge the younger vi'Omen to love their husbands and children, to be self-controlled 

and pure, to be busy at home, to be kind, and to be subject to their husbands, so 

that no one wil l malign the word of God. (Titus 2:3-5, Ne\v International Version) 

Through the teaching and instruction of tbe Bible, older women are likely to influence 

younger women's actions and thoughts (Peace, 1997, p. 31 ). According to MacArthur 

(1996), women have the responsibility to teach children and younger ·women in both 

fon11al settings, such as a school, and informal settings (p. 78). Paul told Titus to instruct 

3 
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the older women to encourage and teach younger women sound doctrine and character 

(Peace, 1997, p.3 ). 

Definition of Terms 

This section defines terms used in this research study. 

Christian School -This refers to a category of private schools that supports a 

biblical education, advances Christianity, and teaches and encourages students to know 

and obey God as they prepare for life (Boerema, 2011 ). The category consists of schools 

that are theologically conservative, protestant, and evangelical (Green, 2006). 

Adolescents-This refers to the time span of development that begins when 

individuals have reached puberty and ends when they reach the threshold of adulthood 

where, at this point, they finally take responsibility for their own actions and direction in 

life (Parks, 2001, p. 76-77). 

Boundaries -This refers to the action of constraining and limiting (Aultman, 

Williams-Johnson, & Schutz, 2009). 

Gender Matching-This refers to \li'hen the sex of a teacher aligns with the sex of 

the student (Francis et al., 2008). 

Evangelical-This refers to a form of conservative Christianity that engages with 

society while still maintaining a biblical identity (Lewis Hallet aL, 2010). 

Teacher Mentor -An individual vvho directs , supports, challenges, and helps 

students reach their academic and everyday life dreams (Catmister, 1999). 

Mentor - This is an individual who becomes a confidant and guide to a younger 

person by developing and investing in a personal relationship with them (Georgiou, 

Demetriou, & Stavrinides, 2008). Leamers or students receive one-on-one instruction 
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from mentors \·vhere they are encouraged in their personal growth and development 

(Cannister, 1999). 

Gender Harassment - This refers to any treatment that puts people at a 

comparative disadvantage to other groups because of their sex (Lewis Hall et al., 201 0). 

Statement of Issue 

Female adolescents experience a wide variety of issues and problems in their 

everyday lives and often seek guidance from theil' teachers (Bruce & Cocheham, 2004). 

As such, there is a need to survey the Bible department staff make-up of Christian 

schools to see if ,;~,,omen are in the department to listen and to guide girls. Gender 

matching, specifically within Bible departments of Christian schools, is an issue that has 

not been widely studied. Many shtdents have said they prefer tallcing with a teacher of 

the same sex when discussing personal issues (Carrington et al., 2008). For this reason, 

there is a need to survey the perceptions individuals hold concerning female Bible 

teachers in Christian schools because some evangelicals believe women should not teach 

the Bible to men (Lewis Hall et al., 201 0). In order to assess this belief, administrators, 

parents, and students in Ohio's Christian high schools will take a survey, ans\·Vering 

questions regarding their perceptions of female Bible teachers, and students ,,_rill write 

their perception of an all girls Bible class taught by a female. 

Scope of the Study and Delimitations 

In this study, I will survey the staff make-up of Christian school Bible 

departments and the perceptions of administrators, parents, and students conceming 

female, Bible teachers. The study \Vill consist of 83 Christian high schools in Ohio. 

5 
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also will assess the perceptions of 17 junior and senior girls enrolled in an all girls Bible 

class. 

Significance of the Study 

With the issues and problems students face and the lack of an ethical code of 

conduct, it is imperative to consider safeguards that could easily be set in place through 

gender matching. l11 the Bible, the book of Titus speaks of the responsibility older 

women have to instruct the younger women (MacArthur, 1996, p. 78). For the main 

reasons of creating a secure environment for female adolescents and ethical boundaries 

for staff, it is necessary to research the staffmake-up of Christian school Bible 

departments and the perceptions of female Bible teachers held by administrators, parents, 

and students. My study \viii do this . 

The benefits of gender matching within Bible departments should be explored. 

Schools and administrators need to recognize the value of creating a safe, secure 

environment where female students can confide in female staff members within the Bible 

department, and they possibly need to reconsider certain structures within their school. 

For example, ethical standards may need to be examined; the school's staff make-up may 

need to be restructured ; or other female staff members within the school may need to be 

available within the school to talk with female students. lf schools and administrators 

view gender matching within the department as a needed component, then it should be 

encouraged and developed. As previously stated, gender matching has been studied on 

the secondary level where students have said they prefer working with teachers of the 

same sex when it comes to personal issues (Carrington et al., 2008; Driessen, 2007; 

Francis et al., 2008). However, these studies have not analyzed gender matching \vithin 
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Bible departments. Thus, it is necessary to study the benefits of gender matching within 

Bible departments. 

Theological beliefs are another element to consider in this study. Evangelical 

Clu·istians tend to have the non-negotiable belief concerning gender roles that women 

should not teach the Bible to men (Le\vis Hallet al., 201 0). ln response to Titus 2, 

doctrinally sound women need to teach other women in a biblical manner (Peace, 1997, 

p. 19). The theological beliefs of administrators, parents, and students may differ 

tl1roughout the schools studied. 

The study will not only view the benefits of gender matching and differences 

conceming theological issues, but it will also identify areas for improvement within 

schools through surveys taken by administrators, parents, and students. The surveys ask 

vvhom female students confide in if there is not a female in the Bible department. lf 

female staff members are not available, potential areas for improvement could be 

revealed to the school and to other schools in the study. 

Procedures 

Research questions 

1. What is the staff make-up of Bible departments in Christian high schools in Ohio? 

2. How do Ohio Christian school administrators, parents, and students view the 

position of females teaching Bible to high-school females? 

3. If a Bible department at a Christian school in Ohio does not have a female staff 

member, do the female students have a female staff member they feel they can 

safely confide in with their personal, private concems? 

7 
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The action research will be conducted in a mixed method based on a dominant 

status concurrent design. I will specifically use a QUAN + qual design. The data will be 

collected through surveys created on SurveyMonkey (http://www.surveymonkey.com/). 

ln addition, qualitative journals will be \-\'l"itteo. lJ1 analyzing the data, I will assess the 

staff make-up of Bible departments in Christian high schools and the views of 

administrators, parents, and students concerning female staff members teaching Bible. l 

also will look for areas of improvement for high school Bible departments to ensure a 

safe, secure environment is available where female students may confide their personal 

problems. 

8 
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Chapter 2: Lite1·ature Review 

History of Religious Education and Private Christian Schools in America 

Historically, religion has been present throughout American education in various 

forms of moral and character education. Many of the early American colonists came to 

the New World with the desire to practice their religious and moral beli efs (Algera & 

Sink, 2002). lJ1itially, religious education was the primary purpose for early American 

schools, and these schools were under the control of the community churches (Passe & 

Willox, 2009). The primary textbooks \-vere the Bible and other readers that taught 

morality and ethics, such as McGuffey 's Reader and Aesop's Fables (Aigera & Sink, 

2002; Dawidowicz, 2003). The concept of moral development would continue through 

the end of the 19th century. 

American education in the 20th century went through three phases. At the onset, 

education focused on ethical codes of conduct; then, it moved toward a focus on moral 

education that was tolerant of individual beliefs; finally , in the 1990s, it focused on 

individual character attributes of students (Aigera & Sink, 2002). During the mid 20th 

century, the United States Supreme Court, in the cases of Engle v. Vitale in 1962 and 

Abington v. Schempp in 1963, deemed state required prayers and Bible reading 

unconstitutional in public schools (Jeynes, 2009; Watson, 2010; Vhight, 1999). These 

events helped lead to the secularization of public schools; and, as a result, there was a 

move for the privatization of religious, Christian schools (\Vatson, 201 0). 

9 
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Characteristics of Christian Schools 

The movement from public to private schools led to a rapid growth of private 

Christian schools. ln the mid 1960s, there were around 10,000 Christian schools; by the 

1970s, the student population was an estimated 15,000; and by the mid 1990s, the 

enrollment '"'as over one million students (Green, 2006). Watson (201 0) wrote that 

Christian schools in Canada and America grew by 923% between 1965 and 2008. 

During the 2009-20 I 0 school year, 1,472,248 students were enrolled in 14,336 Christian 

schools in America (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011 ). 

Even with the tremendous growth in Christian schools, there have been only a few 

studies on Christian schools, and these studies are dated (Uecker, 2008). The common 

thread running through these few studies of the schools is a Christ-centered, biblical 

education. Watson (201 0) studied various private schools across the world and found all 

of the Christian schools he observed believe the Bible, or the inspired Word of God , 

applies to today's world. Boeream (2011) studied tvlo groups of schools that represent 

most of America's evangelical schools: the Association of Christian Schools International 

(ACSI) and Christian Schools IJ1ternational (CSI). He discovered both of these groups 

have the common goal of teaching students about God and preparing the students for the 

vvorld through Christian education (Boeream, 2011 ). Another study compared religious 

school sects and found that, while Christian schools were dedicated to integrating both 

religious and academic education, the primary focus was biblical instruction through 

Bible classes and chapel services (Uecker, 2008). 

10 
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Student Behaviors and Issues 

While very few studies exist on Christian schools, there are studies that look 

specifically at the behaviors of private school students and other studies that compare 

public and private school students. Smith (2003) stated that religiousness has an inverse 

effect on drug, alcohol, and tobacco use, and it also has an inverse effect on suicidal 

tendencies , depression, and hopelessness. b1 a survey of 160 middle and high school 

sh1dents' behavior where half the students went to public schools and the other half went 

to Christian schools, the teachers rated the students' behaviors in comparison to other 

students (Jeynes, 2009). The study found that while Christian school students were better 

behaved, the difference was not statistically significant (Jeynes, 2009). A study in 

Australia showed both public and Christian school students use cigarettes, alcohol, and 

marijuana; however, the Christian school students use these substances significantly less 

than their public school counterparts (Jones & Rossiter, 2009). For example, 23% of 

Christian school students use cigarettes; 52% use alcohol; and 8% use marijuana, while 

58% of public school students use cigarettes; 93% use alcohol, and 38% use marijuana 

(Jones & Rossiter, 2009). 

Tobacco products , alcohol, and drugs are not the only issues teenagers in general 

face . Adrian, Zeman, Erdley, Lisa, and Sim (20 l 0) wrote that adolescents today struggle 

with anxiety, depression, and nonsuicidal self-injury (NSSL). By age 15, 4.1% of males 

and 12.6% of females struggle with NSSI (Adrian eta!., 20 l 0). 

Relationships can also cause stress in the lives of adolescents. Boldero and Fallon 

(1995) studied 1,013 secondary students with ages ranging from 11 to 18 years old, 

where 258 of the students stated their families bad caused them significant distress in the 

11 
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last six months. Over half of the students surveyed said they would ask for help; of the 

students who would ask for help, most of them were female (Boldero & Fallon, 1995). 

Bruce and Cockreham (2004) stated that adolescents are assaulted, neglected, 

sexually active, self-indulgent, and suicidal. Leonard and Scott-Jones' (2010) study of 

118 high-school students in Boston revealed serious romantic relationships were more 

likely than religious restrictions to detem1ine adolescents ' sexual behavior for three-

fourths of the male and female seniors. \Vhile 69% of the seniors in this study said they 

apply religious beliefs to their lives , 76% of the males and 72% of the females stated they 

\vere more likely to have sexual intercourse if they were in a serious relationship 

(Leonard & Scott-Jones, 2010). 

With a sexualized and image driven culture, many adolescents are trying to find 

meaning in their lives (Bruce & Cockreham, 2004). A study of 683 eighth and ninth 

graders, 49% ofwhich self-identified as Protestant, revealed the females have higher 

levels of depression than males (Milot & Ludden, 2009). Additionally, suicide is the 

third leading cause of death among 15 to 24 years-old in the United States , with females 

more likely to attempt suicide than males (Maimon & Kuhl , 2008). 

Teacher Mentor 

Students in a religious institution are less likely to participate in substance abuse 

because the institution with which they are involved provides them with adults other than 

their parents who help support and encourage them (Georgiou et al., 2008; Milot & 

Ludden, 2009). A slightly older study of college freshmen , conducted by Cannister 

( 1999), demonstrated that a teacher mentor is most effective in a group community both 

inside and outside the classroom. \Vithin a Christian school setting, mentoring that 
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occurs in a group setting is more spiritually effective than one-on-one mentoring because 

groups help create a sense of belonging (Parks, 1991, p.89). 

Mills (2003) stated that mentors in the academic setting are to teach and model 

Biblical values clearly in the scl1ool conmmnity and classroom. It is in this ChTist-

centered community that students ' moral and character development occurs because the 

students watch and emulate the examples of their teachers who daily model Christian 

character to them (Algera & Sink, 2002). Smith (2003) observed that once the student 

established this type of relationship with a teacher, the student begins calculating the cost 

of violating moral order because he or she wants to maintain a healthy relationship. 

Through the relationship of modeling, teacher mentors should help lead theiT 

students through the process of confronting and evaluating society's issues from a 

biblical perspective (Mills, 2003). In this structured, modeled environment, teachers can 

challenge students to live out a Christian worldview (Vander Walt & Zecha, 2004). 

Uecker (2008) observed that evangelical Christian schools stress the concept of 

integrated faith learning, or the belief that learning and Christianity are a part of and are 

applicable to the public sector in which students live and socialize. 

lJ1 order for a mentoring relationship to develop, the mentor and mentee need to 

spend consistent and considerable time together in a respectful and caring environment 

(Aultman et al. , 2009). Teachers ca1mot assume a mentoring relationship. Mentoring 

takes time and should be purposeful, honest, empathetic, and mutually respectful 

(Carrington & Skelton, 2003; Georgiou et al., 2008). 

More specifically, adolescent females need to feel emotionally connected in a 

mentoring relationship, so they may benefit from a relationship with a mentor that 
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stresses self-disclosure and compassion (Spencer & Liang, 2009). The teacher mentor 

engages his or her student through wise, intellectual conversations that are genuine and 

sincere, and the teacher mentor must be willing to listen to the student (Vander \Valt & 

Zecha, 2004). As the result of being attentive to their students' needs, teacher mentors 

are able to correct and encourage their students to reflect on their actions and beliefs; in 

so doing, they may help their students develop morall y (Algera & Sink, 2002). Teacher 

mentors provide emotional support, which helps the student create a secure identity and 

find purpose and meaning in life (Bruce & Cockreham, 2004). The mentor should not 

encourage the student to become just like the teacher; hO\,vever, the mentor should create 

a curiosity in the students' lives that encourages them in their O\,v n personal journey 

(Cannister, 1999). 

Gender Matching 

Studies looking at the issue of gender matcbing have occurred in both the primary 

and secondary school setting. As previously stated, gender matching refers to aligning 

the sex of the teacher with the sex of the student; some believe students do better \Vhen 

there is a matched gendered relationship between the teacher and student (Francis et al., 

2008) . What is interesting, though, is that most of the studies done in primary school 

settings and some on the secondary level reveal the opposite: the sex of the teacher does 

not truly matter. 

Francis et al. (2008), who studied 307 third-grade students at 51 schools in 

England, found that t\vo-thirds of the students surveyed sa id a teacher's gender does not 

make a different because, regardl ess of gender, the teachers all teach the same thing. 

This same study included a survey for the teachers at the 51 schools and found half of the 
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teachers believed more things \vere at stake in education than gender matching; a teacher 

should teach in a calm and respectful environment (Francis et al., 2008). Female teachers 

do not necessarily create a suitable role model for girls and vice-versa; male teachers do 

not necessarily make the best role model for boys (Driessen, 2007). Another study 

surveyed 8,978, eleven year-old, primary students in 413 classes, where males taught 113 

ofthe classes and females taught the other 300 classes (Carrington et al. , 2008). The 

study found students were more likely to show positive attitudes in the classes taught by 

women (Canington et al., 2008). 

Driessen (2007) wrote the gender matching issue in a secondary school setting is 

very different from that of primary schools because there tend to be more males teaching 

in a secondary setting than in a primary school setting. In a study of 5,181 eighth-grade 

students and 251 of their teachers, teachers noted students are shyer around teachers of 

the opposite gender (Driessen , 2007). One boy said he prefened having a male teacher 

because a male \;t,'Ot!ld understand him (Francis et aL, 2008). Another study reviewed the 

intervievvs of 12 adolescent females where the overwhelming statement from the girls 

was they could freely share anything with an older female because they knew she would 

listen to them and not reject them (Spencer & Liang, 2009). 

Ethical Boundaries 

Examples of Misconduct 

As teachers and students form relationships in the education field, it is important 

to view ethical boundaries in order to avoid gender harassment. According to Barrett, 

Headley, Stovall, and \Vitte (2006), when comparing the education field with other 

service professions, such as the medical and psychological fields, an ethical code of 
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conduct is missing from the education field. This is significant considering the recent 

criminal cases of teacher misconduct with students . 

For example, Archibald (2004) ,.vrote that over 4.5 million students, from 

kindergarten to 12th-grade, were victims of sexual misconduct by school employees 

between 1994 and 2004. ln a 2000 study of reported sex offenders in schools, 57.2% of 

offenders were men , and 42 .8% were women (Archibald, 2004). In all of these cases, 

violations ofboundaries put the students at risk emotionally and physically (Banett et al., 

2006). Even in the last year, Ohio has seen its share of teacher sexual misconduct 

offenders. 

A female gym teacher in Mason, Ohio, faced 1 6 felony counts of sexual battery 

,.vith five high-school boys (Richter, 2011 ). A Cleveland, Ohio, female teacher was 

sentenced for having an improper relationship \Vith a 14-year-old male student, phoning 

and texting him around 4,000 times (Sangiacomo, 2011 ). Most recently, a male middle-

school teacher in Lancaster, Ohio , was charged with three counts of sexual conduct \·Vith 

a 15-year-old girl (Burnett, 2011; Ludlow, 2011 ). 

Teachers and Students Rate Teachers 

Barrett et al. (2006) surveyed 2,000 school personnel in South Carolina ; of the 

235 staff members \vho responded , 47 were male teachers, and 137 were female teachers. 

They found that 94.1% of the respondents believed an ethical violation of teachers 

included teacbers engaging in romantic relationship witb students and teachers discussing 

highly personal subjects \;>,' itb students (Barrett et al., 2006). Another study interviewed 

13 in-service teachers who stated that with the extensive period of time, conversation, 

sensitivity, and respect that teacher mentoring requires, it is extremely important to find a 
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healthy balance between caring for the student while not getting carried away (Aultman 

et al., 2009). 

A study similar to the previous two took place on college campuses. Oldenburg 

(2005) found professors are encouraged to be friends with their students and be involved 

in the students' lives outside of class; as a result, many professors are concerned with 

unwananted charges of sexual harassment. What was interesting about this study was 

students found cross-gender interactions between professors and students to be more 

unethical than the female-female relationships between professors and students 

(Oldenburg, 2005). 

Theological Issues 

In some academic evangelical settings, females face gender harassment because 

of the belief that some hold that women should not teach the Bible to men, so women are 

restricted on what they can and cannot do in a religious setting (Levvis Hallet al., 201 0). 

Johnson (2011) wrote that some faiths use New Testament passages, such as Ephesians 

5:23-30, I Corinthians 11:3-9, and I Timothy 2:11-15, to identify the role ofwomen 

,~,, ithin the church. However, the passage in Ephesians refers to the relationships bet\veen 

Christ and man and a husband to his wife; l Corinthians refers to public worship; and I 

Timothy states women should not have authority over men (Johnson , 20 11). 

In Titus, Paul specifically addressed the issue of women teaching or mentoring 

other women: 

Likewise, teach the older women to be reverent in the way they live, not to be 

slanderers or addicted to much wine, but to teach what is good. Then they can 

mge the younger ,.vomen to love their husbands and children, to be self-controlled 
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and pure, to be busy at home, to be kind, and to be subject to their husbands, so 

that no one will malign the word of God. (Titus 2:3-5) 

Peace ( 1997) claimed older women have the ability to influence younger women's 

thoughts and actions (p. 31 ). Older women should pray for the younger women and 

involve them in their lives in the classroom (Peace, 1997, p. 50). In the church, older 

women are responsible for teaching children and younger \:vomen those things that are 

good , noble, holy, and godly (MacArthur, 1996, p. 78). Peace (1997) stated the older 

•vomen are to teach sound doctrine, character, and ministry for God (p. 3). The older 

woman depicted in Titus 2 was a \·VOman the elders in the early church could depend 

upon to be a godly influence on the younger women because she was mature in her faith 

and continued to seek God's wisdom (Peace, 1997, p. 44). 

Summary 

This reviev,, of literature highlighted the history of Christian education and the 

mentoring and teaching that occurs within the \·Valls of a school. It observed the 

relationship between teachers and students and the delicate balance educators must 

maintain in addressing the issues high-school students face. More specifically, it 

addressed the theological issue of women teaching the Bible in a Christian school. 

With the many issues that students, particularly females, face and the ethical 

boundaries of teachers, it is crucial to study the Bible staff make-up of high-school 

ChJistian schools. When it comes to personal matters, students prefer talking with 

teachers of the same sex (Ca1Tington et al., 2008). Uecker (2008) found that Christian 

schools were dedicated to integrating both religious and academic education; however, 

the primary focus of Christian schools was biblical instruction through Bible classes and 
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chapel services. Throughout studies of American secondary schools, the study of the 

staff make-up of Bible departments in Christian schools has not been conducted, to date. 

Therefore, this study focuses on examining administrators, parents, and sh1dents' 

perceptions of female Bible teachers in Ohio's Cl11'istian schools to see if female students 

have a teacher or another person with \ovhom they can feel safe disclosing information 

about the personal issues they face. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

For this study, action research was performed using a mixed method based on a 

dominant status concunent design. l specifically used a QUAN + qual design. The goal 

was to examine the Bible department staff make-up in Ohio Christian high schools, to 

examine administrator, parents, and students' views about females teaching Bible, and, 

finally , to see if female students have an individual with whom they feel they can safely 

confide. 

In order to accomplish this goal, administrators from Ohio Christian schools 

received a consent form (see appendix A) and survey. (See appendix B). Administrators 

were asked to forward another survey on to parents (see appendix C), which included a 

letter of consent. (See appendix D). Then, parents were asked to send a third survey (see 

appendix E) to their student, \:vhich also included a consent form. (See appendix F). The 

surveys ,;vere open for four \Veeks. The survey for administrators consisted of 12 

questions ; the parent survey had six questions ; and the student survey included eight 

questions. Only one school administrator sent the parent survey to parents; subsequently, 

the student surveys were only sent to students at one school. The surveys were then 

collected and statistically analyzed. 

At the same time, the students enrolled in the all girls Bible class that I teach 

,.vrote about their experience in their journals. They responded to two questions, 

describing \vhat they liked and did not like about the class. I then asked them to describe 

what they would change about the class . 
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Rationale for the .Method 

Johnson and Christensen (2004) \;t,lrote that action research is a fonD of research 

often used by educators because it focuses on solving specific problems (p. 9). Mixed 

method research involves combining both quantitative and qualitative research methods. 

A dominant status concurrent design of QUAN + qual design means the main portion of 

the study is the quantitative pl1ase because more quantitative data \Vas collected than 

qualitative data at concurrent or approximately the same time (Johnson & Christensen, 

2004, pp. 418-419). h1 this study, the survey data \vere quantitative, and the student 

journals \Vere qualitative. The study focused on the educational problem of staff genders 

of Bible departments in Christian high schools in Ohio, specifically on the perceptions of 

female Bible teachers held by administrators, parents, and students. 

Research has been conducted on gender matching and on perceptions of women 

teaching the Bible; however, studies analyzing the staff make-up of Bible departments in 

Clu·istian schools have not been conducted, to date. I wanted to lmow the Bible staff 

make-up of Ohio's Clu·istian schools and the perceptions held by administrators, parents, 

and students concerning \Vomen teaching the Bible. The means I used for accomplishing 

this goal was through a mixed method based on a dominant status concurrent design, 

specifically a QUAN + qual design. 

Population of the Study 

The population of the study consisted of administrators of Clu·istian schools in 

Ohio, parents who send their students to these schools, and high school students \vho 

attend the schools. The results of the study may be applicable to Christian schools, 

specifically to the Christian schools in Ohio and perhaps to those in the United States. 
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Rationale for Population 

The sample focus came from Ohio schools because there is a wide variety of size 

and theological beliefs in Ol1io Christian schools. Administrators were used for this 

research because they are the voice of their schools, and they oversee the philosophy of 

their schools. Parents were used because they ultimately choose to send their students to 

Christian schools. Surveyed students were used to dete1mine if they had a teacher of the 

same sex witb whom they could confide. Student perceptions \·Vere gathered because the 

students wl1o responded cunently participate in an all girls Bible class taught by a female. 

The class was easily accessible because it is the Bible class 1 teach. 

Description of the Sample 

The participants used in the quantitative stage of this research study were 83 

administrators in Ohio Christian schools. Of the 83 administrators, 39 took the survey; 

however, t\vo administrators answered only 3 of the 12 questions. The distribution of 

ages for administrators across the brackets is the following: 30-39 years old: 5.4%; 40-49 

years old: 27.0%; 50-59 years old: 45.9%; and 60-69 years old: 21.6%. Eleven women 

(29.7%) took and completed the survey. Twenty-eight men started the survey; however, 

only 26 (70.3%) completed it. 

Administrators were asked to forward a parent survey to the parents of the 

students in their school; however, only one administrator did this. As a result, 47 parents 

responded to the survey. The distribution of ages for parents across the brackets is the 

following: 30-39 years old: 12.8%; 40-49 years old: 55.3%; 50-59 years old: 29.8%; and 

60-69 years old: 2.1 %. Thirty-nine females (83.0%) and eight males (17.0%) took this 

survey. 
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The parents forwarded the student survey to their student, and 17 students ended 

up taking the student survey. Eight females ( 4 7.1) and nine males (52.9%) took the 

survey, ranging from six 9th grade students (35.3%), three 10th grade students (17.6%), 

five 11th grade students (29.4%), and three 12th grade students (17.6%). 

The participants used in the qualitative stage of this research shtdy were 17, 

eleventh and twelfth grade students in my all girls Bible class. fourteen of the 17 girls' 

guardians signed letters of consent. (See appendix G). Of the 14 girls, six \Vere in 11th 

grade, and eight \Vere in 12th grade. Thirteen of the sntdents (92.9%) \vere Caucasian , 

and one was African American. 

Methods of Sampling 

Samples for the first phase of the study, the quantitative survey, were collected 

through on-line surveys. These surveys were sent to Ohio Christian school 

administrators who had emai l access. The administrators of the schools \Vere then asked 

to forward a survey link to parents of students within their school; however, as previously 

stated, only one administrator did this. Parents were then asked to send the shtdent 

survey link to their students. The second phase of sampling, the qualitative survey, 

occurred in my all girls Bible class. The shtdents wrote about their perceptions of the 

class in their journals. 

Procedure 

Instruments 

The instruments used in the quantitative phase of this study were surveys 

designed on SurveyMonkey (http://\VW\·V.surveymonkey.com/). This website then sent 

emails to the 83 administrators containing a link to the survey for administrators. 
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Administrators, parents, and students ,,vere told the survey would be open for four weeks. 

After the end of the second week, a reminder to take the survey was sent to the 

administrators of the schools. (See appendix H). After four weeks, the survey results 

\Vere collected and analyzed. 

The instruments used in the qualitative phase ofthis study werejoumals. The 

girls Bible class answered the following prompts: 

I. Wl1at do you like about this class? 

2. What did you not like about this class? 

3. What v.i ould you do to improve this class? 

The responses were copied, typed, and handed back to the students, so they could check 

the transcription to ensure accurate data collection. 

Data Collection Methods 

Two main types of data collection were used: surveys and journals. Surveys were 

given to administrators, parents, and students. The researcher gave the all girls class 

prompts for their journal entries, and the girls wrote their responses. The prompts were 

written on the chalkboard in the classroom and the researcher asked the students to 

answer honestly the three questions written on the board in their journals. 

Relevant Ethical Considerations 

Administrators, parents, and students agreed to the consent form attached to the 

beginning of the survey, vvith the understanding that their answers would remain 

anonymous, and they could withdraw from the study at anytime. Some administrators 

who took the survey sent additional comments about the study. These individuals were 

given pseudonyms as a means of keeping their identities confidential. Permission ,;..,as 
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obtained from the legal guardian of each student before the student surveys were taken 

because the guardian bad the choice to forward or not to forward tile student survey link 

to their student. Pem1ission was obtained from the scllool's principal to perfom1 the 

qualitati ve phase of the study (the journals). Permission was then obtained from the legal 

guardian of the girls in the Bible class before data \\'ere analyzed and presented in this 

paper. Students were given the opportunity to opt out of the study by not returning the 

consent form. Students in this qualitative phase of the study were given pseudonyms as a 

means of keeping their identities confidential. 

Methods of Data Analysis 

Non-parametric tests and tests of concordance and proportions vvere conducted 

using Mini tab, Version 16 (201 0). The journal entries were collected and copied, and the 

originals were l1anded back to the students. After making copies, the entries were typed 

and handed back to the students, so they could check the transcription to ensure accurate 

data collection. The entries were then assigned a number conelating with the student's 

pseudonym. Entries were then typed and organized according to question. The data 

analysis of the journal entries involved comparative analysis . Recurring themes were 

compared throughout the data. This resulted in a list common of themes. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

Quantitative Results 

The return rate for the administrators who completed their survey in this study 

was 44.6%. Through an email sent using the website SurveyMonkey, the researcher 

contacted 83 Christian school administrators, requesting their participation in the study. 

Thirty-nine of the administrators responded ; however, only 35 fully completed the 

survey; one male administrator did not answer two questions, and another male did not 

answer one question. 

Administrators ,~-,, ere asked to forward a parent survey, created on SurveyMonkey, 

to the parents of their school. One school complied with the request; and, as a result, 4 7 

parents took the parent survey. 

Parents were also asked to fonvard a student survey, also created on 

SurveyMonkey, to their student. Seventeen students took the survey. 

Quantitative Results: Administrators 

The administrators' survey sampled 37 schools that, collectively, had 4,013 

students in attendance. The smallest school surveyed had four students enrolled, and the 

largest school had 498 students enrolled. The average enrollment of the high schools was 

117 students. The administrators' survey addressed the first research question , the staff 

make-up of Bible departments. Oftbe 37 schools surveyed, 19 schools (51.4%) had 

female Bible teachers. The sample consisted of2,012 boys (50.1%) and 2,001 girls 

(49.9%). Hovvever, there were 74 male teachers (71.8%) and only 29 female teachers 
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(28.2%). ln a test comparing t'vvo proportions, the proportion of female teachers was 

significantly less than the proportion of female students (z = 4.82, p < .0001). 

A comparison between each school's ratio of female teachers to female students 

and male teachers to male students found the median ratio of female teachers to female 

students was .008, about one teacher per 100 students. However, the median ratio of 

male teachers to male students was .052, about five teachers per 1 00 students. Using the 

non-parametric Mann-Whitney test for the comparison of medians, this difference was 

statistically significant (W = 854.5 , p < .000 I). 

For the second research question , a series of three statements was given to 

administrators, who rated their response or perception by strongly disagree, disagree, 

agree, or strongly agree. The three statements were the following: females should not 

teach Bible; female staff members can teach female students the Bible; and female staff 

members can teach male students the Bible. 

In the first statement, females should not teach Bible, the results were analyzed by 

respondent gender, of which 11 respondents (29.7%) were female, and 26 respOndents 

(70.3 %) were males. Thirty-three of the administrators disagree or strongly disagree with 

this statement. No female administrators agree with the statement; however, four male 

administrators did agree with it. The test of concordance (Somer's D = .346) was 

statistically significant, p = .032 (see Table 1). 

These school sizes \Vere then analyzed based on the administrators' answers. 

Fourteen of the administrators disaf,'Tee with the statement; 19 strongly di sagree with the 

statement; and four agree with it. Of the administrators \Vho agree, two of their schools 

have an enrollment of less than 100 students, and the other two have schools with 250 or 
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more students. The corresponding test of concordance (Somer's D = .073) was not 

statistically significant, p = .330. There is thus no evidence to suggest a statistically 

significant relationship between school size and attitude regarding whether women 

should teach Bible (see Table 2). 

Table 1 

Females Should No t Teach Bible by Respondent Gender 

Perceived Attitude Female Male Total 

Strongly Disagree 8 11 19 

Disagree 3 11 14 

Agree 0 4 4 

Strongly Agree 0 0 0 

Total 11 26 37 

Table 2 

Females Should Not Teach Bible by School Size 

Perceived Attitude 

Ranked School Size 
2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Strongly Disagree 4 5 3 3 2 2 19 

Disagree 6 2 3 1 2 0 14 

Agree 0 0 0 2 4 

Strongly Agree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 11 8 6 4 4 4 37 

Nore. The range of school sizes range from category 1: 1-49 students, 2: 50-99 students, 3: 100-149 
students, 4: 150-199 students, 5: 200-249 students and 6: 250+ swdcnt s. 
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The results of the second statement, female staff members can teach fema le 

students the Bible, were analyzed by respondent gender. Of the 36 respondents, 11 

respondents (30.6%) were female, and 25 respondents (69.4%) were males. One of the 

four male administrators who agreed \·Vith the Statement 1 did not answer this question. 

Thirty-two administrators agree or stron gly agree with this statement. Two female 

administrators and two male administrators disagree or strongly di sagree with the 

statement. The t\vo male administrators who disagree w ith this statement disagreed with 

Statement 1; females should not teach the Bible. The correspond ing tes t of concordance 

(Somer's D = .084) was not statistically significant, p = .269. There is no evidence to 

suggest a statistically significant relationship betvveen respondent gender and attitude 

regarding whether women should teach Bible to girls (see Table 3). 

Table 3 

Females Can Teach Female Students by Respondent Gender 

Perceived Attitude Female Male Total 

Strongly Disagree 2 3 

Disagree 0 

Agree 2 12 14 

Strongly Agree 7 11 J 8 

Total 11 25 36 

These results were then analyzed by school size based on the administrators' 

ans\·Vers. Thirty-t\·VO of the school ad mini strators agree or stron gly agree, and four school 

administrators vvith school enrollments of 200 or less students agree or strongly agree 
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with the statement that female staff members can teach female students. The 

corresponding test of concordance (Somer's D = .094) was not statistically significant, p 

= .286. There is no evidence to suggest a statistically significant relationship between 

school size and attitude regarding vvhether women should teach Bible to girls (see Table 

4). 

Table 4 

Females Can Teach Female Students by School Size 

Perceived Attitude 

Ranked School Size 
2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Strongly Disagree 1 0 1 0 0 3 

Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Agree 4 3 4 0 2 14 

Strongly Agree 5 4 3 2 3 18 

Total 10 8 6 4 4 4 36 

Note. The range of school sizes range from category 1: 1-49 students, 2: 50-99 students, 3:100-149 
students, 4: 150-199 students, 5: 200-249 students and 6: 250+ students. 

The results of the third statement, female staff members can teach male students 

the Bible, were analyzed by respondent gender. Thirty-five administrators, 11 females 

(31.4%) and 24 mal es (68.6%), responded. Ofthe t\;>,'O male administrators ,.vho did not 

respond to this statement, one of them also did not answer Statement 2 and the other male 

disagreed with Statement 2. Thirty administrators (85. 7%) agree or strongly agree with 

the statement. One female administrator and four male administrators disagree or 

strongly disagree with the statement. The female administrator who disagrees with the 
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statement only disagrees rather than strongly disagrees. Only one male administrator 

who disagrees with Statement 2, also disagrees with this statement, female staff members 

can teach male students the Bible. 

The corresponding test of concordance (Somer's D = .215) was marginally 

statistically significant, p = .054. This result has to be interpreted with caution, but the 

marginal significance may be due to the data suggesting that the odds of women 

administrators agreeing or strongly agreeing that women can teach boys the Bible are 

approximately t'vVo times greater than the corresponding odds for male administrators (see 

Table 5). 

Table 5 

Females Can Teach Male Students by Respondent Gender 

Perceived Attitude Female Male Total 

Strongly Disagree 0 2 2 

Disagree 1 2 3 

Agree 3 12 15 

Strongly Agree 7 8 15 

Total 11 24 35 

The analysis by school size based on the administrators' answers shows the 

corresponding test of concordance (Somer's D = .268) was statically significant, p = .050. 

This result appears to occur because no administrator in schools with emollments greater 

than or equal to 150 students disagrees or strongly disagrees ,~..rith this attitude (see Table 

6). 
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Table 6 

Females Can Teach Jvfale Students by School Size 

Perceived Attitude 
Ranked School Size 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Strongly Disagree 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Disagree 2 0 0 0 0 3 

Agree 2 5 4 2 15 

Strongly Agree 4 3 3 2 2 15 

Total 10 8 6 4 4 3 35 

Note. The range of school sizes range from ca tegory 1: 1-49 students, 2: 50-99 students. 3: I 00-149 
students, 4: 150-199 students, 5: 200-249 students and 6: 250+ students. 

Quantitative. Results: Parents 

The parents' survey also asked parents their view on the position of females 

teaching the Bible. Question five of their survey asked parents if they preferred their 

female student to discuss her problems and issues with a male or female Bible teacher. 

Of the 47 parents who took the survey, 39 respondents (83.0%) were female , and 8 

respondents (17 .0%) were male. Based on their responses, there was no statistically 

signjficant relationship between the gender of the parent and the preference for the 

gender of a Bible teacher (Fisher's exact test, p = .322). 

Collapsed across the gender of the parent, 34 of the 44 parents (77.3%) who 

answered question five prefer a female Bible teacher for girls. This represented a 

statistically significant majority (i.e. greater than 50%, p < .0001). 
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Question six on the parent survey asked parents about their preference of an all 

girls Bible class for their daughter. There was no statistically significant relationship 

between the gender of the parent and the desire for an all girls Bible class (Fisher's exact 

test, p = .502). However, collapsed across the gender of the parent, 35 of the 39 parents 

(89.7%) who answered question six prefer an all girls Bible class. This represented an 

overwhelming statistically significant majority (i.e. greater than 75%, p < .000 I). 

Quantitative Results: Students 

The student survey answered the third research question. Seventeen students, 

eight females (47.1 %) and nine males (52.9) , took the survey. They were asked if they 

would feel comfortable confiding in a male or female teacher. Of the 17 students, only 

one (5.9%) had a female Bible teacher. 

Five out of eight female students (62.5%) and nine out of nine male students 

reported feeling comfortable confiding in a male teacher. This relationship has to be 

interpreted with caution, but the relationship is marginally statistically significant 

(Fisher's exact test, p = .082). 

However, seven out of eight female students (87.5%) and seven out ofnine male 

students (77.8%) reported feeling comfortable confiding in a female teacher. This 

relationship was not statistically significant (Fisher's exact test, p = 1.000). 

\Vhile these results may suggest a gender preference, the sample is too small and 

the power too lov..r (poYver is .326 for this sample size) to detect a difference . 

When specifically asked the sex of the teacher with whom the student confides, 

six out of eight female students (75.0%) and eight out of nine male students (88.9% ) said 

they confide in a staff member of the same sex. This relationship was not statistically 
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significant (fisher's exact test, p = .576). However, a majority (greater than 50%) of 

students (82.4%) did report confiding in an adu lt of the same sex (p = .008). 

If female students did not have a Bible teacher of the same sex, the students said 

they confide in other teachers and counselors of the same sex . 

Qualitative Results 

To measure the perceptions of an all girls Bible class taught by a female, journal 

prompts were given to 17 female students enrolled in an all girls class. The prompts 

focused on the girls' perception of the class and their suggested areas for improvement. 

Of the 17 girls, 14 of their guardians (82.4%) signed the consent fom1. The 14 journal 

entries were transcribed and handed back to the students to check for accuracy; then each 

girl ' s entry was assigned a number that correlated with the student's pseudonym. 

Through comparative analysis of the entries, common themes emerged. 

Common Themes 

The most ove1whelming theme from 12 of the 14 girls (85.7%) was they like the 

concept of an all girls Bible class taught by a female. Jane, a senior, wrote, "It's nice to 

have a female teacher rather than a male teacher for Bible class because we can talk about 

other things and be more specific with topics and things like that. " Sara, a junior, 

reflected on her previous experiences with a male Bible teacher, and she commented on 

the fact she could not be real with him because it was awhvard sharing her thoughts with 

him. Kate, a junior, wrote, "I liked that we were able to open up and talk about a lot of 

stuff that you can't in other classes because we are all girls." five of the girls said they 

feel they could be more real and honest with themselves and each other in an all girls 

envirom11ent. The other themes revolved around this main concept of an all girls class. 
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E ight of the girls wrote the class provided them with a safe environment to 

discuss the various issues they face as female adolescents. Kate wrote, ''l think the issues 

in teen girls' lives that we talked about were good." Combined, the girls listed 31 issues 

with which they struggle. Dating, boundaries in relationships, rape, pomography, sex, 

sexually transmitted diseases, pregnancy, and self-image are just samples of the issues the 

girls \:vrote about in their joumal entries. Jane wrote about this freedom: 

It's nice to have a female teacher rather than a male teacher for Bible class, 

because we can talk about other things and be more specific with topics and 

things like that. I really trust my teacher and am comfortable opening up to her 

and coming to her for advice and llmow I can ask her about anything. 

Eight of the girls focused on their spiritual walk with God. ln the class, they feel 

comfortable sharing v,rhere they are in their v,ralk, and they ]mow they will not be judged 

by the other girls. Aw1e, a junior, \·Vrote the following: 

l really enjoyed that a group of girls can get together and talk openly about girls 

and guys and sexual sin. I like hO\v we can be mature about and not hide from it. 

I like how we can all share our different opinions and not be judged. 

One of the girls wrote about the issues she was experiencing in her life, noting how the 

conversations in the class caused her to be real and honest with herse lf and others. She 

then stated she needs to put Christ first before any other relationship. 

Eight of the 14 girls (57.1 %) wrote about their self-images prior to entering the 

class, stating their self-images \vere poor because they believed the lies of the world that 

they \vere not good enough. However, as they took the class, they began to view 
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themselves as the daughters of God and to believe His opinion of them alone was what 

mattered. Liz, a senior, \vrote about this change: 

lliked the realness of this class. I think a lot of times certain subjects are pushed 

aside in hopes that someone else will address them. I liked the emphasis on hm:v 

we are the Bride of Clu·ist and we are special despite today's media message. 

Emma, a senior, wrote, "God is showing me that I am \Vortb so much to Him, that I am 

his daughter and He loves me more than I could even imagine ... He can take this broken 

mess and use it for His good." 

Three of the students focused on spiritual growth. Lisa, a senior in the class 

wrote: 

Through the talks that I had with my teacher and the encouragement from the 

passages she suggested I felt like 1 was really able to see what God was telling me 

to do. The guidance that she gave me, \vas not just a general saying any other 

teacher would say, it was heartfelt, God-inspired, and clearly stated. 

The girls' journals had positive feedback concerning an all girls class taught by a 

female. According to the journal entries, the girls felt safe to confide personal 

information in the class. In this secure environment, they were able to learn and grovv in 

their faith . 

Improvements 

The last journal prompt asked the girls \.vbat they would do to improve the class. 

ln this section, the girls included what they did not like in the class, and they gave 

suggestions for improvements to the class. The two areas they did not like had to do \vith 
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classroom curriculum: notes and a book they read. Jill, a junior, focused on the size of 

the class: 

I feel like maybe there \Vere a few too many girls in here. I feel like maybe with 

fewer people, you could get deeper and grO\·V closer together. I know that 1 might 

have shared more if there were fe\.ver people. 

Another junior, Mary, stated the class was awkward at times because of the nature of 

some of the conversations; however, it was better to have these conversations in an 

environment of all girls. 

The areas for improvement were helpful; however, the overall entries were very 

insightful. The entries speak specifically to the benefits of the all girls Bible class taught 

by a female. 
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Chapter 5: Summary 

This action research study, conducted in a mixed method based on a dominant 

status concurrent, QUAN + qual design, was driven by three research questions that 

examined the staff make-up of Bible departments in Christian high schools in Ohio. The 

purpose of this study was to assess administrators , parents, and students' perceptions of 

female , Bible teachers. Through surveys and journals, the study explored the following 

three research questions: 

1. What is the staff make-up of Bible departments in Christian high schools in Ohio? 

2. How do Ohio Christian school administrators, parents, and students view the 

position of females teaching Bible to high-school females? 

3. lf a Bible department at a Christian school in Ohio does not have a female staff 

member, do the female students have a female staff member they feel they can 

safely confide in \Vith their personal, private concerns? 

Interpretation of the Results 

The administrators' survey addressed the first research question , the staff make-

up of Bible departments. The male to female student ratio at the Christian schools 

surveyed vi as practically 50% to 50%. However, there were 75 male teachers (72.8%) 

and 29 female teachers (28.2%). With only 28% of the Bible departments staffed with 

females and the male to female student ratio about 50%, the proportion of female 

teachers was significantly less than the proportion of female students. Based on this, a 

female teacher in thi s study would be responsible for teaching 100 students, while a male 
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teacher \;t,'Ould have 20 students. There are significantly fewer female Bible teachers than 

male teachers in Ohio's Clu·istian high schools. 

Kyle, an administrator of a large Christian school in Southern Ohio commented 

on the study after he took the survey. He said that, for him, the issue was not that he did 

not want to hire female Bible teachers; the issue ,.vas that female teachers do not apply for 

the Bible positions. In the last ten years, for every 30 male applicants he receives for a 

Bible position, he has one female applicant. This could provide one explanation for the 

lower numbers of female staff members in Bible departments. 

The perceptions of administrators, parents, and students found in the survey and 

through the journal responses answered the next research question regarding women 

teaching the Bible to female students. Initially, the survey asked administrators if women 

could teach the Bible. Table 1 shows that four male administrators agree women should 

not teach the Bible, and no female administrators agree. These men (1 0.8%) may have 

affected the test of concordance statistically significant. This could tentatively suggest 

that male administrators are more likely than female administrators to agree that females 

should not teach the Bible. 

Next, the survey asked administrators if females can teach the Bible to female 

students. The relationship between respondent gender and attitude regarding whether 

women should teach Bible to girls is not statistically significant. While this may not be 

significantly significant, only 4 of 36 administrators (11. 1 %), t\vo females and two males, 

disagree with this statement, vvhich may suggest most administrators do not disagree \vith 

females teaching the Bible to female students. 
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The survey then asked administrators if females can teach the Bible to male 

students . Five of 35 administrators (14.3%) disagree v,rith this statement. \Vhen this 

question was analyzed by school size, a significant relationship was shown between the 

response and school size. This may be due to the fact no administrator in schools with 

enrollments greater than or equal to 150 students disagree or strongly disagree v,rith this 

statement. The five administrators who disagree or strongly disagree with the statement 

have schools with 150 or less students. Larger schools having !50 or more students may 

have affected the mean. 

Based on the administrators' responses, some school administrators may object to 

females teaching the Bible in general to male or female students. However, overall, 

administrators do not object to female teachers teaching the Bible to female students. 

The survey asked parents their perceptions of females teaching the Bible. While 

there was not a relationship between the genders of the parents and their answers, the 

study does show that 77.3% of the parents do prefer a female teacher for their daughters. 

This implies that parents want their female students taught by a female Bible teacher. 

The student survey looked at the third research question. It appears students feel 

comfortable confiding in both male and female teachers. Of both male and female 

students surveyed, 14 of 19 students (82.4%) feel comfortable confiding in a male 

teacher. However, only 62.5% of the female students feel comfortable in confiding in a 

male teacher, whereas 87.5% of the female students feel comfortable confiding in a 

female teacher. These results may suggest a gender preference. This supports the third 

research question. Students do confide in other staff members of the same sex. 
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Specifically, female students who do not l1ave a female Bible teacher will confide in 

other female staff members. 

The qualitative portion of the study further supports the second research question. 

ln this study of an all girls Bible class, the female students prefer a female Bible teacher. 

Twelve of the 14 girls (85.7%) \Vrote they prefer an all girls Bible class, taught by a 

female teacher. 

A few of the girls claimed their female teacher provides a safe environment for 

them to be open, real , and honest with themselves and with each other. The girls prefer 

the class be taught by a female because they can discuss issues specifically pertinent to 

females. Based on the girls' journal comments, the girls listed 31 issues with which they 

struggle. Mentoring and shaping occurred in the all girls environment because they could 

safely discuss the issues with a female teacher. 

The girls' journals allude to spiritual growth. Uecker (2008) found that while 

Christian schools were dedicated to teaching both religion and academics, their primary 

focus was biblical instruction tlu·ough Bible classes. Based on the girls ' journals, biblical 

instruction did occur in the class because girls were individually able to confront the lies 

the \Vorld was telling them \·Vith Bible truths. 

The perceptions found in the girls' journals supports the idea that female students 

do not object to a female Bible teacher. 

In the schools surveyed, only 28.2% of the teachers make up the female staff 

members in the Bible departments. Based on the admini strators' comments, more males 

tended to be opposed to females teaching Bible; however, overall, administrators are not 

opposed to female Bible teachers. More administrators either agreed or strongly agreed 
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with the statements that females can teach Bible. \\lith 77.3% of the parents in the study 

prefetTing an all girls Bible class for their female student, 85.7% female students in the 

study wanting an all girls Bible class, and 82.4% of all students confiding in an adult of 

the same sex, there is some credence to this study. 

Biblical integration 

Christian educators, especially those in a Christian school, must analyze the issue 

of females teaching and mentoring younger girls from a Christian perspective. Ln Titus 

2:3-5 , Paul instructed Tih1s to teach tl1e older women to Jive reverent lives and to adhere 

to sound doctrine so they, in turn, can teach what is good and appropriate to the younger 

women. \Vomen ,.vho have been under the teaching of sound doctrine from men are to 

teach and mentor younger women. The book of Ruth is a picture of an older woman, 

Naomi, who had a close relationship with Ruth, a younger woman whom she taught and 

mentored. Naomi taught Ruth, a Moabite, of her God, the customs ofber people, and the 

proper behavior of a young female. This was specifically illustrated in her advice to Ruth 

concerning her behavior towards Boaz. Another example of a mentor relationship found 

in the Bible is Timothy's mother Eunice and his grandmother Lois (II Timothy 1 :5). 

Lois' faith was passed dovm to Eunice, who then taught it to Timothy. The Proverbs 31 

woman is yet another example of a teacher and mentor to younger 'Nomen, for "She riseth 

also while it is yet night, and giveth meat to her household, and a portion to her maidens" 

(Proverbs 31:15, King James Version). Hebrews 5:13-14 states that milk is for the babe 

in Christ; hO\vever, meat is reserved for those who have the ability to discern good and 

evil. The Proverbs 31 woman provides meat, or instruction through mentoring, to the 

younger \VOmen with vvhom she has built a relationship (Trotter, 2008). 
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In Christian education, mentoring includes teaching sound doctrine to enhance the 

biblical educational process. As a Christian, the sound doctrine I have received 

thToughout the years should be shared with those I disciple or instruct (Trotter, 2008). I 

must wisely use sound doctrine in teaching my female students; as Paul instructs, "Do 

your best to present yourself to God as one approved , a workman who does not need to 

be ashamed and who correctly handles the word of truth" (II Timothy 2:15 , New 

International Version). 

Relation of the Results to Literature 

Previous research studies show mentoring is an effective tool in adolescents' 

lives. h1 the cmTent study, the female students enrolled in an all girls Bible class shared 

that they feel comfortable learning fTom and sharing with other girls in the safe 

environment of an all girls class, taught by a female. They mentioned cmmecting with 

and trusting the other giTls in the class. Similarly, Parks (1991) stated that mentoring in a 

group setting creates a sense of belonging (p. 89). In the Christian school setting, as 

students observe a teacher who models Christ to them, they themselves begin to develop 

morally (Algera & Sink, 2002). 

In the cunent study, the results from the parent survey showed that 77.3% of the 

parents prefer an all girls class taught be a female for their girls. When surveyed, 62.5% 

of the girls said they felt comfortable confiding in a male teacher; however, when asked if 

they felt comfortable confiding in a female teacher, 87.5% of the girls said they did. In 

12 of the 14 journal entries (85.7%), the female students revealed a preference for an all 

girls class taught by a female. Previous studies shmv, students prefer talking to teachers 
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of the same sex when sharing personal issues (Francis et al., 2008; Spencer & Liang, 

2009). 

Journal entries revealed the female students struggled with personal issues, such 

as dating, boundaries in relationships, rape, pornography, sex, sexually transmitted 

diseases, pregnancy, and self-image. Previous studies address the above behaviors as 

cuJTent issues that students face (Adrian et al. , 201 0; Bruce & Cockreham, 2004; Leonard 

& Scott-Jones, 201 0; Milot & Ludden, 2009). 

The relationship built between the female teacher and students in the current study 

allowed the girls to focus on and discuss the following issues with which they struggle: 

sex, self-image, pornography, dating and boundaries in relationships, rape, sexually 

transmitted diseases, and pregnancy. A few of the girls wrote that , by the end of the 

class, their negative self-images had changed because they realized they were treasured 

daughters ofGod . This relationship is similar to Mills' (2003) description of modeling, 

in which the teacher helps the students confront and evaluate society's issues using a 

biblical perspective. 

Strengths of the Study 

This project involved action research that resulted in findings that may be 

applicable to some of the schools who participated in the study and possibly to other 

Christian schools, specifically those in Ohio and perhaps to other Christian schools in the 

United States. Un like previous studies, this research focused on gender issues within 

Christian high school Bible departments in Ohio. The study researched the perceptions 

of administrators, parents, and students of Ohio's Christian schools through surveys and 

jm1mals. Administrators surveyed said that, overall , their schools had 74 male Bible 
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teachers (71.8%) and 29 female teachers (28.2%). Obviously, more males than females 

are teaching in these Bible departments; however, this is not surprising when one looks at 

other results found in the study. Based on the study, overall, administrators are not 

opposed to female staff members teaching Bible to female students; however, more 

administrators, specifically male administrators, were opposed to female staff members 

teaching male students the Bible. On the other hand , the results of the administrators' 

survey showed that, of the 3 7 schools surveyed, 19 schools (51.4%) already have female 

staffmembers teaching in their Bible departments. 

Previous gender matching studies observed student perceptions of teachers; 

however, this study evaluated the perceptions of parents. The study revealed that parents 

look favorably upon female Bible teachers teaching their female students. Christian 

school administrators \Vho participated in this study and others who did not participate 

could take this information and ask the parents of their schools if having a female Bible 

teacher is something they would want for their daughters. 

If other female staff members outside of the Bible department are not available 

for students to confide in , potential areas for improvement could be revealed to school 

administrators \·vho participated in the study and perhaps to other Christian school 

administrators who did not participate in the study. This study did reveal that six of the 

eight female students (75.0%) surveyed had a female staff member \·Vith v-i hom they could 

confide. Based on the results of the study, with administrators, parents, and students not 

overly opposed to female Bible teachers, administrators of Christian schools could 

evaluate the make-up of their Bible department staff to see if it would be advantageous to 

add a female Bible teacher. 
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Through three prompts, the students in an all girls Bible class wrote about their 

perceptions of the class. The girls were asked \·vhat they liked about the class, \-vhat they 

did not like about the class, and how tl1ey would improve the class. Nancy, a senior in 

the all girls Bible class wrote, "[This is] one of the best Bible classes I have ever taken. 

Every girl should take it." Jill , a junior, wrote, "I love this class! It is just a fun easy 

class full of challenges and unlike other classes; it is very practical and deals \Vith what is 

happening today in the world. " \.Vhile previous studies have not researched an all girls 

Bible class, this study showed that a group of adolescent girls ,.vere receptive to the idea 

and liked taking an all girls Bible class. Based on previous studies, it is apparent that 

adolescents face many issues in today ' s \vorld. This sh1dy analyzed an all girls Bible 

class and found the issues that adolescent girls face could be safely discussed in this 

environment. The reported results from the journals are most applicable to an all girls 

Bible classroom setting. These results could also be applicable for Christian schools that 

are considering offering an all girls Bible class, or the administrators could evaluate their 

sh1dent body populations to see if an all girls Bible class \vould be advantageous for their 

female students. 

Limitations of the Study 

Remaining Threats to Internal Validity 

Surveys were sent specifically to administrators of Christian schools in Ohio. In 

order to have a decent sample size, random selection did not occur because every 

administrator who had an email address received the survey. Random selection did not 

occur in the next round of surveys, parent surveys, because the administrators of the 

Christian schools sent the survey link to parents and guardians of the students in their 
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Christian school. The parents then sent the student survey to their students, which 

canceled out random selection. 

Since this study was conducted only in Christian schools in Ohio, it resulted in a 

relatively small data set. At one of the schools where the administrator initially received 

a survey and did not respond , the enrollment \;vas so small that they did not have a Bible 

department. Two administrators who received the survey did not respond because, while 

they were listed as a school , in reality, they were homeschool satellite bases. 

Additionally, in the administrators ' survey, two male administrators did not answer all of 

the questions. This may have had a slight effect on the results of that portion of the 

study. 

Only one administrator sent the parent survey link to the parents of the students at 

their school. This created an even smaller data set for both parents and students. Luke, 

an administrator in Central Ohio, told me it was his school ' s policy not to forward non

school generated surveys to employees, parents, or students . This administrator also said 

most schools would take this position on surveys. 

Wording in the administrators' survey changed between questions l 0-12. 

Question 10 said , "Female staff members should not teach the Bible." Questions 11-12 

said, "Female staff members can teach. " This change may have affected some of the 

responses because the administrators may have continued answering ''should not" rather 

than carefully reading the next two statements. 

The qualitative portion of the study also resulted in a relatively small data set. 

The school only had one all girls Bible class. Comparative analysis of the joumal 
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transcripts showed consistent and repeated results. \Vhile saturation vlas apparent in the 

students' joumals, it was still a small data set. 

Remaining Threats to External Validity 

·In order to have a decent sample size in the quantitative portion of this study, 

random selection could not occur because the administrators surveyed were solely 

administrators of Christian schools. More specifically, they were administrators of 

Christian schools in Ohio. The diversity of the students from the qualitative portion of 

this study ,.vas also limited. Thirteen of the 14 girls (92.9%) were Caucasian. All of the 

girls lived in Central Ohio. As a result, the study was highly focused on a select group of 

people and schools; therefore, the results may not be as applicable to other schools in the 

United States. While information may not be generalized across other schools, beneficial 

educational infom1ation can be gained from this study and may be applied to other 

educational settings that share similar characteristics. 

There was potential for demand characteristics to have occurred in the qualitative 

portion of the study. The 17 girls in the all girls class were people pleasers and naturally 

do not want to offend anyone. ln order to try to avoid this , the questions were written on 

the chalkboard, and the instructor told the girls to answer the questions honestly in their 

journals. The three prompts were written on the board to try to prevent the personal bias 

of the instructor from influencing the girls' responses. The instructor then went to the 

back of the classroom and quietly sat down trying to be inconspicuous, so as not to sway 

the girls' responses. At the end of the period, the instructor then collected the journals. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 

This study should be expanded to include a greater number of Christian high 

schools across a larger geographic region. It should include a greater number and 

diversity of people. 

The study focused on high school Bible departments. Future studies could extend 

to middle schools to evaluate the perceptions of administrators, parents, and students to 

see if there is a need for gender matching within middle school Bible departments. 

As far as gender issues, the study focused on the perceptions of female teachers 

teaching Bible. Future studies should expand this to female teachers' perceptions of 

gender harassment in high school Bible teaching positions. Another study could expand 

to students' perceptions of male teachers. 

One of the surveys in the study asked administrators their perceptions of whether 

female Bible teachers should or should not teach the Bible to male or female students. 

Future study should expand this to a qualitative study that asks administrators to state 

their beliefs as to why females should or should not teach the Bible to students, 

specifically to male students or female students. 

The qualitative portion of this study focused on student perceptions of an all girls 

Bible class. Future study should expand this to more all girls Bible classes or to all boys 

Bible classes. 

The students in the all girls class spoke about how their lives had been challenged. 

A longitudinal study could focus on following the lives of girls \·Vho have been members 

of an all girls Bible class to observe their lives in relation to the values that were taught in 

the class. 
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Journals from the all girls Bible class contained infmmation about the various 

issues some girls experience. Future research could analyze if curriculums in Bible 

classes are addressing the issues students face. Another study could see if Bible 

textbooks are the best method of teaching relevant student issues. 

This study also looked at other female staff members with whom female students 

confide. Future studies could focus oo the mentoring styles and opportunities of these 

individuals within the school environment. 
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APPENDJXA 
SURVEY ADMINISTRATROR CONSENT FORM 

September 30, 2011 

Dear Administrator, 

Currently, I am working towards my Masters in Education at Cedarville 
University. The final requirement for the program is to complete a thesis. I am 
researching the staff make-up of Bible departments in Ohio Christian high schools. You 
have been asked to participate in thi s study because you are the adminjstrator of a 
Christian school in Ohio. 

To accomplish this , I am asking you to complete a short survey about your 
school's Bible department. You can find the survey at the following link: 
https: //ww\v.surveymonkey .com/s/59TXG52 

I ' m also going to ask you to send the following link to parents in your high 
school: https: //www.surveymonkey.com/s/5RXMZ5Z. My reason for doing this is 1 want 
to know what parents views about a female teacher teaching a Bible class for high school 
girls. 

The survey for parents will also include a link to a survey for their student to take. 
If they chose to let their student take it, the student will be asked if there is a staff 
member who they can talk to about any problems or issues they are experiencing. 

There are no risks \~lith this study. All of the information from the surveys will be 
kept confidential and names will be changed in any reports. Once calculated, the surveys 
will be destroyed . 

Please complete the on-line survey by Friday, October 28. Thank you in advance 
for participating in the study. If you agree to participate in this study, remember that you 
may vvithdraw at any time, if you so decide. You may also refuse to answer any 
questions yo u do not \·Vant to answer. 

Feel free to email me at elizabethhacker@gmail.com if you have any questions 
about this study. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Hacker 

The Cedarville University Review Board has revi ewed my request to conduct this 
project. If you have any concerns about your rights in this study, contact Dr. Steve 
Gruber at grubers@ cedarville.edu. 
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APPENDIX B 
ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY 

1. Please select your gender. 

Male 
Female 

2. What is your age? 

30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-69 
70+ 

3. What is the name of your school? 

4. How many students are enrolled in your high school? 

1-49 50-199 100-149 150-199 

5. How many male students are in your high school? 

6. How many female students are in your high school? 

7. How many males teach in your Bible department? 

8. HO\v many females teach in your Bible department? 

200-249 250+ 

9. If you do not have a female Bible teacher, please state the title of the individual \Vith 
whom your girls address their problems and issues. 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
10. Female staff members should not teach the Bible. 
11. Female staff members can teach female students the Bible. 
12. Female staff members can teach male students the Bible. 
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APPENDIX C 
SURVEY PARENTAL CONSENT FORM 

Dear Parent/Guardian, 

September 30, 2011 

Currently, I am working towards my Masters in Education at Cedarville 
University. The final requirement for the program is to complete a thesis. I am 
researching the staff make-up of Bible departments in Ohio Christian high schools. You 
have been asked to participate in this study because you are a parent of a student enrolled 
in a Christian high school in Ohio. 

To accomplish this , I am asking you to click on the following link and complete a 
short survey: bttps: //v-l\Vw.surveymonkey.com/s/5RXMZ5Z. 

I'm also going to ask that you consent to allow your student emolled in high 
school take this survey. By sending the following link to your child, you are giving them 
consent to take the survey. Their survey can be found at the following: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s /5RWCJW5. My reason for doing this is I want to 
eva luate parent and student views about the make-up of their school ' s Bible department. 

There are no risks with this study. All of the infom1ation from the surveys wil l be 
kept confidential and names will be changed in any reports. Once calculated, the surveys 
\-vill be destroyed . 

Please complete the on-line su rvey by Friday, October 28. Thank you in advance 
for participating in the study. lf you agree to participate in this study, remember that you 
may withdraw at any time, if you so decide . You may also refuse to answer any 
questions you do not want to answer. 

Feel free to email me at eli zabetbhacker@gmail.com if you have any questions 
about this study. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Hacker 

The Cedarville University Review Board has reviewed my request to conduct this 
project. If you have any concerns about your rights in this study, contact Dr. Steve 
Gruber at grubers@ cedarville.edu. 
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APPENDIX D 
PARENT SURVEY 

1. Please select your gender. 

Male 
Female 

2. What is your age? 

30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-69 
70+ 

3. What is the name of the school your student attends? 

4. Select your shtdent's grade (lfyou have more than one student in high school, select 
your daughter's grade or oldest student's grade). 

9 
10 
11 
12 

5. ln an ideal world , whom would you prefer your female student to discuss their 
problems and issues? 

Male Bible teacher 
Female Bible teacher 

6. If you have a daughter, would you be interested in having her take an all girls Bible 
class that deal with her relationship with Christ and her relationship with her peers? 

Yes No Does not apply 
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APPENDIX E 
SURVEY STUDENT CONSENT FORM 

Dear Student 

September 30, 2011 

Currently, I am \·Vorking towards my Masters in Education at Cedarville 
University. The final requirement for the program is to complete a thesis. 1 am 
researching the staff make-up of Bible departments in Ohio Christian high schools. You 
have been asked to participate in this study because you are a student enrolled in a 
Christian high school in Ohio. 

To accomplish this, I am asking you to click on the foiiO\·ving link and complete a 
short survey: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s /5R WCJW5. My reason for doing this 
is I want to evaluate your view about the make-up of your school's Bible department. 

There are no risks \;\/ itb this study. All of the information from the surveys Yvill be 
kept confidential and names will be changed in any reports. Once calculated, the surveys 
will be destroyed. 

Please complete the on-line survey by Friday, October 28. Thank you in advance 
for participating in the study. Jf you agree to participate in this study, remember that you 
may withdraw at any time, if you so decide. You may also refuse to answer any 
questions you do not want to answer. 

Feel free to email me at elizabethhacker@gmail.com if you have any questions 
about this study. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Hacker 

The Cedarville University Review Board has reviewed my request to conduct this 
project. If you have any concerns about your rights in this study, contact Dr. Steve 
Gruber at grubers@cedarville.edu . 
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APPENDIX F 
STUDENT SURVEY 

I. Please select your gender: 

Male 
Female 

2. What grade are you in? 

9 
10 
11 
12 

3. What is the name of your high school? 

4. If you had a personal and private concern, would you feel comfortable confiding in 
male teacher? 

Yes 
No 

5. lf you had a personal and private concem, would you feel comfortable confiding in a 
female teacl1er? 

Yes 
No 

6. Please select the gender of your current Bible teacher. 

Male 
female 

7. Wl1at is the position of the staff member at your school with whom you feel you can 
safely confide? 

Principal Teacher 
Other (Please Specify) 

8. Is this person the same sex as you? 

Yes 
No 

Counselor Administrative Assistant 
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APPENDIX G 
JOURNAL PARENTAL CONSENT FORM 

December 10, 2011 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 

As I near the completion of Masters in Education at Cedarville University, I am 
writing my thesis. I am researching the Bible departments in Ohio's Christian schools. I 
would like your student's opinion of an all girls Bible class. 

I had your students write a response to the class just because I want to improve 
God Meets Girl. After reading their papers, I was amazed how much their comments 
lined up with my thesis topic. 

With your permission, I would like to use some of their responses in the thesis. 
All information from the written response will be kept confidential and names will be 
changed in any reports. Please sign and return the pennission slip below by December 
21. I appreciate your assistance. Feel free to email me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Miss Hacker 

1 give pennission for my student's comments to be copied and transcribed. I understand 
that confidentiality will be maintained. 

Student ' s name: Date: 
-------------------- -----------------------

Student ' s signature: 
-----------------

Parent ' s signature: ________________ __ 
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APPENDlXH 
REMINDER NOTE TO ADMINISTRATORS 

Dear Administrator, 

October 14, 2011 

Previously I sent you an email asking you to take a short survey about 
your Christian school. I am working towards my Masters in Education at Cedarville 
University. The final requirement for the program is to complete a thesis. 1 would 
greatly appreciate your response to the survey. It would be helpful to me. 

The survey will be open till October 28 . You can find the survey at the following 
link: https: //wwvl.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx . 

I'm also going to ask you to send the following link to parents in your high 
school: https: //www.surveymonkey.com/s/5RXMZ5Z. My reason for doing this is l want 
to kl10\·V what parents views about a female teacher teaching a Bible class for high school 
girls. 

The survey for parents will also include a link to a survey for their student to take. 
lf they chose to let their student take it, the student will be asked if there is a staff 

member who they can talk to about any problems or issues they are experiencing. 

There are no risks with this study. All of the information from the surveys will be 
kept confidential and names will be changed in any reports. Once calculated, the surveys 
will be destroyed. 

Thank you in advance for participating in the sh1dy. If you agree to participate in 
this study, remember that you may withdraw at any time, if you so decide . You may also 
refuse to answer any questions you do not want to anS\"ier. 

Feel free to email me at elizabethhacker@gmail.com if you have any questions 
about this study. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Hacker 

The Cedarville University Review Board has reviewed my request to conduct this 
project. lf you have any concerns about your rights in this study, contact Dr. Steve 
Gruber at grubers@cedarville.edu. 
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